Congratulations!

The following members have reached their attainment of at least 20,000 ATA Registered Targets in the 2023 Target Year:

PERCY CARABALLO  WILLIAM WALLIS
CARL CHADWELL  YAANI MAI GADDY
RONALD TODD  DAVID SWIGART
PATRICIA TODD  JUSTIN DEBRIE
LELAND HASSLER  STEVEN FULLER
MIKE DENNIS  JAMES PLATSKE
JOHN GODWIN  D MARK ISNER
JEFF TRAYER  BERNIE MERCHLEWITZ
BRUCE DAVIS  NICK DIGESUALDO
CHARLES GANDERT  DAVE DRESSLER
MICHAEL GOOCH  JOHN BLACKHALL
ART PEYTON  STAN BAKER
DAVID BACON II  BILLY PIERCE
DEBORAH OHYE NEILSON  MIKE WEST JOHN
DONALD NEILSON JR  LAWRENCE GILLUM
DANIEL VOGL  HERBERT LEWIS
MICK FRIEDEL  BRIAN LARSON
JOE SISSANO  ANGIE CAVETT
JAMES FLINT  DAVID LANDWERLEN
DONALD BUCHHEIT  TODD WHITAKER
SCOTT ABO  SANDY DIGESUALDO
MARK ZAUHAR  DAVE MANSELL

Thank you for your support!